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Summary 

Pre stack depth migration (PSDM) is very useful seismic 

data processing tool for imaging subsurface with complex 

geology and subsurface strata with varying velocities. 

Conventional pre stack depth migration is constrained with 

accounting for azimuthal velocity variations thereby 

mismatch while well tie and achieve flatted gathers at 

longer offsets.  

Anisotropic PSDM enables improved workflows for 

velocity analysis resulting in accurate positioning of 

seismic events, matching with well markers and flattened 

gathers even at higher offset. The robust velocity model 

helps in more reliable mapping of seismic events, faults and 

delineating subtle features.  

The present paper describes the methodology adopted to 

model and estimate key anisotropy parameters for PSDM 

of 3D seismic data in study area which falls in Ramnad 

sub-basin of Cauvery Basin East coast India Anisotropic 

PSDM images show significant improvement in the well to 

seismic tie and overall image quality.  

 

Introduction 

The study area lies in Ramnad sub basin of Cauvery Basin. 

The location map is shown in fig.1. 

 

 
Fig 1. Location map of study area 

 

3D seismic data under study was acquired during 2011-14 

with 20x20 m bin size, 70 Fold and maximum offset of 

7000 m. The main objective was to map the strati-structural 

configuration in deeper sequences. Few wells drilled in the 

area indicate presence of dolerites. While processing the 

data with PSDM using isotropic velocity modelling, 

mismatch of seismic events with well markers was 

observed at deeper level. There were problems in achieving 

the flatness of gathers at longer offsets. 

General geology of the area: 

Ramnad sub-basin is limited in NW by Pattukottai- Mannar 

gudi ridge and in SE by Mandapam-Delft ridge. The sub 

basin holds over 6000 m thick sediments, ranging in age 

from Upper Jurassic/Lower Cretaceous to Recent.  

 

The synrift sedimentary column comprises of mainly shale 

and sandstone in the Andimadam Formation. Drift phase 

sedimentation representing the upper Cretaceous 

Bhuvanagiri, Kudavasal Shale, Nannilam and Porto Novo 

formations is predominantly sand shale alternations with 

minor limestone development. The passive margin 

sequences were deposited on the easterly tilted shelf slope 

regime. The siliciclastic sequences are interspersed with 

major limestone succession corresponding to Eocene and 

Miocene periods.  

The Sattapadi Shale is envisaged as the main source rock in 

Cauvery Basin Nannilam formation is the main reservoir in 

the area. Nannilam and Bhuvanagiri reservoirs had been 

deposited in this area through mass transport mechanisms, 

viz., debris flow and high density turbidity currents. 

Kamalapuram reservoirs occur as submarine channel fill or 

slope fan/basin floor fan overlying the Cretaceous 

unconformity. The K/T unconformity topography had acted 

as depositional substratum for the distribution of Lower 

Kamalapuram reservoirs. The present study has brought out 

the presence of thick pre-rift sequences in the study area. A 

Generalized Lithostratigraphy of Ramnad Sub Basin is 

shown in Fig.2. 

 

 

Fig. 2 Generalised lithostratigraphy of Ramnad Sub Basin 
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Modelling Study 

To establish the reason for mismatch and ascertain the 

anisotropic parameters, modelling was done with a reflector 

at 2000 m depth with 2000m/s vertical velocity and 

anisotropy values δ =0.1 and ε =0.2. The value of δ and ε 

can be varied in model and depth of reflector and flatness 

of model can be viewed. The offsets were segregated into 

21 offset class at 100m interval. The values derived from 

model, Vstk = 2191m/s , η =0.0833 and t0=2s.  

The following three options were tried. 

Optio

ns 

Velocity 

m/s 

δ ε Depth 

mts 

Extent of 

gather flatness 

Opt-1 2000 0 0 2000 Up to 80 

Opt-2 2210 0 0 2200 Up to 250 

Opt-3 2000 0.1 0.2 2000 Up to 450 

The results are shown in fig 4, 5&6. 

 

Fig. 4. Result of option 1:Velocity=2000 m/s,δ =0 and ε=0 

 

Fig. 5 Result of option 2:Velocity =2210 m/s, δ =0 and ε =0 

 

 

Fig. 6. Result of option3:Velocity=2000m/s, δ =0.1& ε=0.2 

Estimation of anisotropic parameters:  

The anisotropic parameters δ and ε were estimated through 

seismic and well data. The key for successful anisotropic 

imaging is accurate estimation of the anisotropy 

parameters. Wherever the well information is not available, 

values of anisotropy parameters are based assumptions 

depending upon on prior geological knowledge & layer 

properties of the similar areas. Since the study area has few 

wells, anisotropy parameters were estimated from well data 

(VSP, sonic logs) and pre-stack 3D seismic data. In Fig. 6 

flatness of PSDM gather on higher offsets demonstrates the 

impact of anisotropy parameter extracted using seismic and 

well data.  

 

Fig. 6. (a) Isotropic                   (b) Anisotropic 

 

The value of anisotropic parameters δ and ε are estimated at 

locations as shown in Fig 6c. and QC is done by ensuring 

the flatness of PSDM gathers. 
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Fig. 6c. Estimation of δ and QC 

Data Processing    

While optimizing the processing parameters, the main aim 

was to improve gathers and derive a robust velocity model 

using anisotropic parameters estimated through seismic and 

well data. Tomographic analysis is very useful to get an 

accurate velocity model in areas of complex geology, 

where vertical updating methods fail. The attempted 

tomography approach are either the travel time tomography 

or depth gather tomography. The basic premises are:   

-if the velocity is correct, there will be no time or depth 

discrepancy, a satisfactory model will predict travel times 

matching with observed times (travel time tomography), or 

-  it will yield a depth migrated gather with no residual 

move out on common image gathers (CIG) which can be 

judged by residual curvature analysis (RCA).  

Starting from an initial velocity model, RCA uses the depth 

error as input picked from CIGs and structural dip picked 

on migrated stack. The tomography is done in two stages. 

The first stage of RCA does modelling through ray-tracing 

to generate a system of linear equations. By using ray 

tracing to understand and exploit the fact that potential sites 

of velocity error may exist away from the gather location 

where the residual move out is observed, RCA projects the 

residual depth errors back along the traced ray paths. The 

second stage of RCA will do inversion or tomography to 

derive the updated velocity model by solving the linear 

equations. It calculates the velocity updates by minimizing 

the depth errors in offset domain common image gathers.  

The processing flow diagram for standard iteration process 

for tomography velocity analysis is shown in Fig. 7.  

 

 
 

Fig. 7. The processing flow diagram  

The high quality residual move out picks from CIGs are 

crucial for tomography to make the inversion stable and 

convergent. An automatic scheme is used to pick residual 

curvature on CIGs and the structure dips on migrated 

stacked volume. Picking criteria such as reflector 

coherency, minimum spacing between picked events, and 

average semblance and amplitude level of CIGs are 

adjusted to ensure that only reliable events are picked.  

Layer-constrained tomography is used in areas where there 

is a need to incorporate the geological structures to make 

the velocity model represent the distinct geological layers 

better, e.g, for the water layer and lateral velocity variation.  

In present study, a hybrid approach of tomography for 

velocity updating was used. Both global tomography as 

well as layer-constrained tomography were performed as 

the data demanded. In Global tomography option, all layers 

can be evaluated at once which helps to optimally distribute 

the uncertainty. Several iterations of tomographic velocity 

analysis was performed to achieve the objective of yielding 

at pre-stack depth migrated CIGs by using the refined and 

robust interval velocity model.  

The accuracy and robustness of velocity model is 

demonstrated wherein the velocity variation in model and 

flatness of PSDM gathers at two locations as shown in Fig. 

8 & 9. Although the model have sharp variation in velocity 

yet the flatness of gather up to highest offset demonstrates 

the accuracy and robustness of velocity model.  
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Fig. 8. The location of gather shown in velocity model  

 

 
 

Fig. 9. The location of gather shown in velocity model 

 

The accuracy of velocity model was verified by available 

well data. Good correlation was observed for estimated 

velocity function and sonic velocity from wells even 

without smoothening as shown in Fig.10 and 11.The colour 

scheme is initial velocity function in red, updated velocity 

function in green and yellow colours. 

  
 

Fig. 10 Model velocity and Sonic velocity from Well A 

 

 
 

Fig. 11 Model velocity and Sonic velocity from Well B 

 

After incorporating anisotropic parameters and updating 

final velocity model through tomography, the pre stack 

depth migration was carried out. The processing result 

shows very good matching of well-markers, gathers are 

flatter even at higher offset (Fig. 6.b) and events are well 

defined with appropriate amplitude. Mismatch of well 

marker with seismic data while Isotropic PSDM as seen in 

Fig. 12 was corrected and result after anisotropic PSDM is 

shown in Fig.13 
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Fig. 12 Isotropic PSDM and well markers mismatch 

 
 

Fig. 13 Anisotropic PSDM and well markers match 

 

The seismic events and faults are clearly seen and can be 

delineated as shown in Fig.14 & Fig. 15.  

 

 
 

Fig. 14 Isotropic PSDM  

 

 
 

Fig. 15 Anisotropic PSDM  

 

Mistie map shown in Fig. 16 indicates a mismatch of + 20 

m at depth of 3600 m which is less than 1%. 
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Fig. 16. Mistie map for all well in area of study  

Discussion 

Flat PSDM gathers as well as minimum mistie could be 

achieved in study area by correct positioning of seismic 

events by well to seismic tie, refining velocity model and 

optimal estimation of anisotropy parameters.   

Velocity plays a dual role in seismic imaging: it affects the 

focusing of the data and determines the positioning of the 

imaged reflectors. A good velocity model should meet at 

least following criteria:  

• Acceptable degree of flatness of common image gathers  

• Well-focused image  

• Geologically plausible structure. 

• Good correlation with well-markers(least mistie) 

 

The velocity model generated from tomography should 

predict travel-times that matches well with observed travel 

times (travel-time tomography), or it yield a depth 

migration sections with minimal residual move-out on 

CIG's (residual curvature analysis).  

Conclusion 

Based on the analysis and work flow adopted for 

Anisotropic PSDM processing of 3D data set in study area, 

following conclusions can be drawn:  

• Flattening of gathers at higher offset can be achieved 

by application of optimal anisotropic parameters. 

• An accurate and robust velocity model obtained 

through tomography helps in more reliable mapping of 

seismic events, faults and delineating subtle features 

• Anisotropic PSDM improves accurate positioning of 

seismic events and matching with well markers thereby 

resulting in reduced Mistie with wells. 

• The seismic events are better defined  and faults are 

clearly delineated  

• it is recommended to perform anisotropic Pre stack 

depth migration for complex subsurface and subsurface 

with high velocity variation . 
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